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Reinventing The Wheel.

The Beneteau 323 With Patented Pivoting Wheel.
They say you can’t reinvent the wheel. But we did. And what’s more, we patented it. It’s the innovative pivoting

wheel on the Beneteau 323. An easy-to-operate latch releases the wheel and allows it to rotate ninety degrees.
This action swings the wheel in alignment with the boats centerline - giving clear access through the cockpit
from transom to companionway.
The pivoting wheel is just one of the features that illustrate an extreme attention to detail on this elegant
32 foot yacht. Designed by Groupe Finot, the Beneteau 323 follows the great success of the Beneteau 423 and
473. Neither comfort nor performance have been foresaken. She has a hull that was built with safety and
stability in mind. Her interior is filled with light and ventilation. And she is equipped with the finest in marine
hardware and components.
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A Century Of Boatbuilding Excellence.
Designed to be easily sailed singlehanded, the cockpit and lines on the Beneteau 323 have been thoughtfully
planned. All lines lead back to the cockpit, including sheets, furling and reefing lines. On deck, there is high
grade Lewmar® marine hardware. And her suit of sails is specially cut by Neil Pryde®.
The Beneteau 323 is a sailboat built and designed by seasoned and accomplished sailors - so you know
she will perform on the water. While she looks beautiful in her slip at the yacht club, she was born for the open
seas. You can feel confident taking her there - and returning home. Her hull-to-deck construction is built with
a century strong tradition of dependability and safety. In fact, Beneteau sailboats have logged over five million
miles without a single recorded structural hull failure.
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More Features Than You Expect In 32 Feet.
Below decks, the Beneteau 323 highlights the fine joinery and exquisite woodwork that have become Beneteau
hallmarks. Large, panoramic ports allow light to fill the salon area. For those long distance cruises (or just when
you have lots of guests on board), ample storage is available throughout – in the galley, the salon, and cabins.
In the head, a separate shower area provides a bit of luxury rarely found on a sailboat this size. And,
the well-equipped galley is designed with the seafaring chef in mind. It’s an imaginative new design that
incorporates both freedom of movement and practical amenities.
It’s this kind of attention to the smallest detail and responsiveness to our owners’ needs that has made
Beneteau the world’s leading manufacturer of production sailboats. To learn more, contact your Beneteau Dealer
today. Or, visit online at www.beneteauusa.com
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SPECIFICATIONS
LOA.................................................................32’10”
Hull Length.......................................................32’0”
LWL..................................................................29’2”
Beam..................................................................10’8”
Displacement.................................8,448 lbs (approx)
Standard Sail Area.......................................760 sq. ft
Draft.........................(standard) 4’9”...(optional) TBD

Ballast........(standard) 2,414 lbs....(optional) 2,258 lbs
Fuel Capacity.....................................................17 gal
Water...............................................................42 gal
Auxiliary.............................................................18 hp
Construction...............Marion, South Carolina, USA
Hull Design: Groupe Finot

Two Cabin Layout
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www.beneteauusa.com

The Sea Demands The Best
Beneteau USA 1313 West Highway 76 Marion, South Carolina 29571
telephone 843-629-5300 www.beneteauusa.com
The manufacturer reserves the right to alter equipment and specifications without notice. All specifications are approximations and are not contractual in nature.

